Enzymes generally are thought to derive their functional activity from conformational motions. The limited chemical variation in RNA suggests that such structural dynamics may play a particularly important role in RNA function. Minimal hammerhead ribozymes are known to cleave efficiently only in~10-fold higher than physiologic concentrations of Mg 2+ ions. Extended versions containing native loop-loop interactions, however, show greatly enhanced catalytic activity at physiologically relevant Mg 2+ concentrations, for reasons that are still ill-understood. Here, we use Mg 2+ titrations, activity assays, ensemble, and single molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) approaches, combined with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, to ask what influence the spatially distant tertiary loop-loop interactions of an extended hammerhead ribozyme have on its structural dynamics. By comparing hammerhead variants with wild-type, partially disrupted, and fully disrupted loop-loop interaction sequences we find that the tertiary interactions lead to a dynamic motional sampling that increasingly populates catalytically active conformations. At the global level the wild-type tertiary interactions lead to more frequent, if transient, encounters of the loop-carrying stems, whereas at the local level they lead to an enrichment in favorable in-line attack angles at the cleavage site. These results invoke a linkage between RNA structural dynamics and function and suggest that loop-loop interactions in extended hammerhead ribozymes-and Mg 2+ ions that bind to minimal ribozymes-may generally allow more frequent access to a catalytically relevant conformation(s), rather than simply locking the ribozyme into a single active state.
INTRODUCTION
Noncoding RNA plays a central role in a wide variety of cellular processes (Amaral et al. 2008) , providing compelling motivation to understand how RNA function arises from structure and dynamics. Modern views of enzyme catalysis encompass notions such as induced fit, conformational capture, active site preorganization, and substrate strain to explain the efficient turnover of a substrate by an enzyme (Fersht 1999; Hammes-Schiffer and Benkovic 2006) . These concepts all invoke conformational flexibility (sampling) in both enzyme and substrate, derived from their structural dynamics, or the sum of all thermally activated global and local motions. While quite well established for protein enzymes (Fersht 1999; Hammes-Schiffer and Benkovic 2006) , the potentially intricate linkage between function and structural dynamics is still much more tenuous for RNA (Al-Hashimi and Walter 2008) .
In recent years, X-ray crystallography has increasingly illuminated the intricate folds associated with the catalytic activity of RNA enzymes, or ribozymes, yet such structural snapshots lack the animation that generally accompanies enzyme action. The hammerhead ribozyme is a self-cleaving small noncoding RNA originally discovered in satellite RNAs associated with plant viruses. More recently, hammerhead motifs have been found in the genomes of the newt, schistosome trematodes, cave crickets, and rodents, suggesting that the motif has arisen multiple times by convergent evolution (Salehi-Ashtiani and Szostak 2001; Martick et al. 2008a) . Minimal hammerheads cleave efficiently only in high ionic strength (Murray et al. 1998) , while extended versions of the ribozyme containing native, peripheral tertiary interactions show enhanced catalytic activity, particularly at lower, and thus more physiologically relevant, Mg 2+ concentrations (De la Peña et al. 2003; Khvorova et al. 2003; Canny et al. 2004 ). Recent crystal structures of an extended hammerhead ribozyme (Martick and Scott 2006; Chi et al. 2008; Martick et al. 2008b ) resolved many long-standing inconsistencies with biochemical data (McKay 1996; Blount and Uhlenbeck 2005; Nelson and Uhlenbeck 2008a) , and suggested that the peripheral loop-loop interactions affect cleavage activity at a distance by changing the structure of the catalytic core (Westhof 2007) . Since the crystal structures provide only a static picture, however, details of how the loop-loop interactions affect the structural dynamics of the ribozyme and how such effects may relate to catalytic activity have largely remained elusive.
Understanding how dynamics influence function in RNA is crucial; RNA molecules have limited chemical diversity, suggesting their activity in many cases may depend particularly strongly on conformational changes (Al-Hashimi and Walter 2008) . Experimental studies on both the minimal and extended forms of the hammerhead, using mutagenesis (Nelson and Uhlenbeck 2008b) and biophysical techniques such as NMR, 2-aminopurine fluorescence, and X-ray crystallography (summarized in Blount and Uhlenbeck 2005) have demonstrated that this ribozyme, and particularly its conserved catalytic core, is dynamic. Whether the dynamic nature of the ribozyme enhances or limits catalysis has been unclear; an attractive model is that the minimal hammerhead is floppy whereas the tertiary contacts in the extended form ''lock'' it into a catalytically active state. Similarly, while metal ions play key roles in RNA folding and dynamics, there is little information describing how Mg 2+ affects the dynamics of the extended hammerhead ribozyme.
To investigate the role of global dynamics in the extended hammerhead ribozyme at varying Mg 2+ concentrations, we here have used complementary time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (tr-FRET) and single-molecule FRET (sm-FRET) techniques to monitor the global structure and dynamics of three hammerheads based on the Avocado Sunblotch Viroid (ASBV) sequence. Their loop sequences represent, respectively, wild-type, partially disrupted, and fully disrupted loop-loop interaction sequences. To monitor structural dynamics at an atomistic level, we furthermore conducted MD simulations on three additional variants, based on the available Schistosoma mansoni crystal structure of the hammerhead ribozyme. These S. mansoni variants are distinct from the ASBV ribozymes, but also represent intact, partially disrupted, and fully disrupted loop-loop interaction sequences. We find that the wild-type loops help populate, at both the global and the local levels, a conformation(s) that harbors catalytic activity. Our results begin to establish a correlation between RNA structural dynamics and function, suggesting that loop-loop interactions in extended hammerhead ribozymes, and Mg 2+ ions that bind to minimal ribozymes, allow more frequent access to catalytically relevant conformations, rather than locking the ribozyme into a single catalytically active state.
RESULTS

Design of hammerhead ribozymes for FRET
In designing a hammerhead for FRET studies, we tested sequences derived from several species, each containing internal loops in Stems I and II. A sequence with internal loops was found to be ideal, since it allows for labeling the ends of these stems with donor and acceptor fluorophores without interfering with the loop-loop interactions and catalytic activity (notably, internal labeling of the capping Stem II loop of the S. mansoni hammerhead ribozyme [Martick and Scott 2006] led to significant activity loss [data not shown]). Our final ''wild-type'' sequence was based on the hammerhead ribozyme from the Avocado Sunblotch Viroid (ASBV) ( Fig. 1A ; Hutchins et al. 1986 ) (AFHH-WT). Several changes were made to the native ASBV sequence to convert it to a model system suitable for biophysical studies (Figs. 1A, 2A) ; capping of Stem III with a stable UUCG tetraloop, removal of a 4-nucleotide (nt) bulge in Stem II, and mutation of 4 nt in the ribozyme strand of Stem I increased the cleavage rate; and a base pair flip in Stem I reduced but did not fully eliminate the second phase of otherwise biphasic cleavage kinetics (Fig. 1B) , presumably by suppressing misfolding. A nondenaturing, fluorescence detected, electrophoretic mobility shift assay shows a fluorophore labeled version of this hammerhead ( Fig. 2A) to only have one major global fold (Fig. 1C) . A homology-based atomistic model of this wild-type ribozyme, containing unmodified ASBV loop sequences and termed AFHH-WT, was developed and is shown in Figure 2B . To determine the effect of disrupting the loop-loop interactions on the structure and dynamics of the hammerhead, we generated a series of mutant ribozymes that disrupted cleavage activity to varying extents (Fig. 1A) . We chose two mutants to further characterize: The first mutant (AFHH-1A) contains a single A-to-C base mutation in the Stem II loop designed to extend the base pairing in Stem II and so partially disrupt the Stem I-II looploop interactions, while the second mutant (AFHH-2A) carries an additional A-to-U mutation in the Stem II loop designed to fully disrupt the Stem I-II interactions (Figs. 1A, 2A) . Notably, extending the base pairing from the top of the bulge rather than from the bottom results in nearly the same cleavage activity as for AFHH-1A (Fig. 1A) , suggesting that our results do not depend on the specific nucleotide modified.
Wild type yields the highest cleavage activity
To compare the relative activities of our AFHH-WT and mutant ribozymes, we conducted cleavage assays under single-turnover conditions using radiolabeled substrate and obtained the cleavage rate constants of each ribozyme variant as a function of magnesium concentration (Fig. 2C) . At near-physiological Mg 2+ concentrations (0.5 mM), the AFHH-WT ribozyme cleaves already at 3.0 min
À1
, faster than the rate constants measured in 10 mM Mg 2+ for minimal hammerheads, and comparable to those observed for other extended hammerheads (De la Peña et al. 2003; Khvorova et al. 2003; Canny et al. 2004; Nelson et al. 2005; Weinberg and Rossi 2005; Roychowdhury-Saha and Burke 2006; Boots et al. 2008) . In contrast, the fully disrupted AFHH-2A mutant has a rate constant of 0.051 min À1 at 0.5 Mg 2+ that saturates at just 1.4 min À1 in 10 mM Mg 2+ , making it very comparable to the extensively characterized minimal hammerheads (McKay 1996; Stage-Zimmermann and Uhlenbeck 1998) . As expected, the observed cleavage rate constants for the partially disrupted AFHH-1A ribozyme fall between those of the AFHH-WT and fully disrupted AFHH-2A mutant at all Mg 2+ concentrations (Fig. 2C) . Fitting a noncooperative, hyperbolic binding curve to the data yields Mg 2+ half-titration points, Mg 1/2 , of 4.2, 3.3, and 4.3 mM for the AFHH-WT, AFHH-1A, and AFHH-2A mutant ribozymes, respectively, in both the presence and absence of a 100 mM Na + background (Table 1 ). The maximum rate constant at saturating Mg 2+ concentration of the AFHH-WT ribozyme reaches z25 min À1 , somewhat faster than that of the extended hammerhead ribozyme from the tobacco ringspot virus satellite (sTRSV) RNA (Kisseleva et al. 2008) Testing for structural homogeneity of the AFHH-WT ribozyme-substrate complex using a FRET-based electrophoretic mobility shift assay. The ribozyme strand (Rz) and noncleavable (NCS) or cleavable (S) substrate strands were annealed and run on a 10% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel as described in Materials and Methods. The complex loaded into the ''Rz+S (30 min)'' lane was incubated for an additional 30 min at 37°C after the standard annealing protocol. Donor emission is shown in green, acceptor emission in red.
2004; Kim et al. 2005; Boots et al. 2008 ) and in vitro selected RzB hammerheads (Mg 1/2 % 2 mM Mg 2+ ) (Saksmerprome et al. 2004 ). Such differences may be due to variations in the protocols used for analyzing cleavage activity (Stage-Zimmermann and Uhlenbeck 1998) and/or be true evidence for the catalytic diversity of extended hammerhead ribozymes (Shepotinovskaya and Uhlenbeck 2008) . Regardless, our work now establishes a fourth extended hammerhead particularly suitable for biophysical studies, as demonstrated in the following.
AFHH-WT shows the broadest Stem I-II distance distribution
We used tr-FRET to monitor the global structure distribution of our three hammerhead ribozymes. This approach allows us to derive equilibrium distance distributions between the donor and acceptor fluorophores at the ends of Stems I and II as a function of Mg 2+ concentration . Figure 3 shows the measured mean distance and full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of each distance distribution plotted against the Mg 2+ concentration in either the absence or presence of a 100 mM Na + background (which ensures proper secondary structure formation even at low ionic strength). The primary effect of the sodium background is a slightly smaller initial mean distance, indicating that some tertiary folding of the ribozymes occurs in the presence of monovalents alone, similar to our previous observations on minimal hammerheads .
Under all conditions, we observed a two-phase decrease in the mean distance accompanied by first a decrease then an increase in FWHM with increasing Mg 2+ concentration, which we interpret as a (at least) two-step folding process, similar to our previous results on minimal hammerheads (Penedo et al. 2004; Boots et al. 2008) and suggest that all three of our ribozymes fold at lower ionic strength than their minimal counterparts . Just as with the minimal hammerhead ribozymes , however, our combined cleavage and tr-FRET assays reveal a lower-affinity, noncooperative folding step of the extended ribozymes that coincides with their catalytic activation in the low-millimolar Mg 2+ range (3-4 mM) ( Table 1) . This observation may be consistent with observations of the 
Mg
2+
-induced catalytic activation (Canny et al. 2004 ) and folding of the Schistosoma hammerhead as monitored by steady-state FRET (Boots et al. 2008 ). Boots et al. report a single phase of folding with half-titration points of z1 mM Mg2+ (in 100 mM NaCl) as monitored by steady-state FRET. Their data also show a rise in FRET beyond this initial transition at tens of millimolar Mg 2+ , which could represent the second folding step that is observed here by tr-FRET and is related to catalytic activity. Our more detailed tr-FRET experiments show that during this second folding step the Stem I-II distance slightly decreases further, whereas the FWHM increases dramatically for AFHH-WT. We note that despite this qualitative agreement, our wild-type hammerhead ribozyme exhibits Mg 2+ half-titration points for the first and second steps of folding of 0.14-0.19 mM (depending on monovalent background) and 4.2 mM, respectively (Table 1) , that are approximately five-to 20-fold tighter than those reported for the previously characterized extended hammerhead ribozymes from sTRSV and S. mansoni (Canny et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005; Boots et al. 2008 ) and appear more similar to those of the selected RzB hammerhead (Saksmerprome et al. 2004) . We conclude that our wild type is a hammerhead with comparably high Mg 2+ affinity, and therefore well suited for biophysical studies. Importantly, we find our observations for the wild type to be less pronounced for the AFHH-1A and AFHH-2A mutants with partially and fully disrupted loop-loop interaction sequences, respectively (Fig. 3) . The relative increase of the FWHM in AFHH-WT over that of the mutants suggests that in AFHH-WT the Stem I-II distance distribution is the broadest.
AFHH-WT exhibits the most sm-FRET states and the greatest interstem dynamics
To determine the source of the broad FWHMs measured by tr-FRET at low millimolar Mg 2+ concentrations and probe dynamics of individual molecules over time, we used total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)-based sm-FRET. In contrast to the similarly small hairpin ribozyme and an aptazyme based on the minimal hammerhead, which both show dynamics between only two sm-FRET states (Zhuang et al. 2002; Ditzler et al. 2008; de Silva and Walter 2009) , we observed at least four distinguishable states in our extended hammerhead ribozymes (Fig. 4A ). The individual FRET time traces within a set of conditions showed considerable heterogeneity with multiple types of dynamics between subsets of states; examples for the AFHH-WT as well as AFHH-1A and AFHH-2A mutants are found in Figure 5A -C. ''Heterogeneity'' refers here to a lack of interconversion, within the accessible observation window, between kinetically distinct molecular species, also observed for other RNAs such as the 
AFHH-WT 0 91.6 6 0.1 0.14 6 0.01 1. The apparent Mg 2+ binding constants K L , associated cooperativity constant m, and mean distances R L and R H were derived from the fits in Figure 3 as described in Materials and Methods under standard cleavage conditions: single turnover, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) either with or without 100 mM NaCl. R N , the distance in the absence of Mg 2+ , was taken directly from the ''no-Mg 2+ '' tr-FRET measurement. K H and n, the dissociation constant and cooperativity coefficient of catalytic activation, respectively, were derived from our cleavage assays which were conducted in 0 mM Na + , and this value was fixed as a parameter in the 100 mM Na + tr-FRET fits as well. This approach is reasonably justified since (1) we consistently obtain good fits with this K H value (Fig. 3) ; and (2) activity assays with the minimal hammerhead ribozyme yielded identical K H values in the presence and absence of 100 mM Na + . Errors are 1 standard deviation as determined by the fit, or, in the case of R N , derived from at least duplicates of the no-Mg 2+ measurement. hairpin (Zhuang et al. 2002; Bokinsky et al. 2003; Rueda et al. 2004; Ditzler et al. 2008 ) and group I intron ribozymes (Solomatin et al. 2010) , as well as the tetraloop-receptor tertiary interaction (Fiore et al. 2009 ). To analyze our data, we first plotted aggregate FRET histograms for each set of conditions and fit them with Gaussians to identify FRET states ( Fig. 4A-C For a relative comparison, we mapped the distances derived from the tr-FRET analysis onto the FRET ratios of our sm-FRET derived histograms, using similar strategies and assumptions as described previously (Pereira et al. 2008 ). This comparison shows the general consistency between the two types of data. At increasing Mg 2+ concentrations, we observed broader tr-FRET distance distributions with smaller mean Stem I-II distances, which were correlated with broader sm-FRET histograms and enhanced occurrence of high FRET states (Fig. 4A-C) . This comparison also illustrates the difficulty of ensemble approaches to discern multiple overlapping distance distributions, which appear only as a broad range of tr-FRET derived distances but are readily dissected by complementary sm-FRET analyses.
To more quantitatively characterize the dynamics of single hammerhead ribozymes, we used hidden Markov modeling (HMM, as implemented in the software HaMMY [McKinney et al. 2006] ) to determine the most probable path traversed in each sm-FRET trajectory among up to four FRET states ( Fig.  5A-C) . HMM also yields transition density contour maps that we find to be highly symmetric with respect to the main diagonal for all ribozymes and Mg 2+ concentrations, indicative of the fact that most transitions occur reversibly between pairs of FRET states (Fig. 5D-F) as expected for an RNA at thermal equilibrium (Abelson et al. 2010 ). In addition, the maps reveal more frequent (color scale in Fig. 5D-F) and faster (AFHH-WT, 0.14 sec Taken together, our experimental data consistently suggest that the wild-type loop sequences specifically lead to frequent, transient encounters of Stems I and II, as well as enhanced catalytic activity of the AFHH-WT ribozyme. Both interstem encounters and catalytic activity are significantly reduced by even a single nucleotide mutation designed to disrupt the loop-loop interactions. Increasing Mg 2+ concentrations also enhance both the frequency of Stem I-II encounters and catalytic activity, but cannot fully compensate for the loss of specific interstem interactions. These global dynamics, however, cannot explain how loop-loop interactions between Stems I and II impact the cleavage site over a distance of >10 Å (Fig. 2B) .
MD simulations show more active site dynamics in the wild type
To examine whether the patterns of hammerhead global dynamics observed by FRET are reflected at the active site, we conducted MD simulations on three variants also representing intact, partially disrupted, and fully disrupted loop-loop interaction sequences (Fig. 6A ). Since MD simulations require an accurate starting geometry as provided by a high-resolution crystal structure (McDowell et al. 2007 ), we chose the S. mansoni hammerhead ribozyme structure (PDB ID 2GOZ) as our wild type (SCH-WT) (Martick and Scott 2006) . Our partially disrupted loop mutant is based on this SCH-WT, but we replaced each nucleotide in the Stem II loop with uracil ( Fig. 6A) , creating a mutant (SCH-UL) shown experimentally to have significantly reduced selfcleavage activity (Osborne et al. 2005) . Finally, our fully disrupted loop mutant (SCH-NoL) was created by deleting the loop-loop regions (all nucleotides of the Stem II loop as well as all bases of Stem I above the A1.6-U2.6 base pair) (Fig.  6A) , leaving essentially a minimal hammerhead.
Standard MD simulations were performed on these three ribozyme variants in explicit solvent over 20 nsec each, using AMBER8 and the parm99 Cornell et al. force field as previously described (McDowell et al. 2007; Sefcikova et al. 2007 ). Cross-correlation matrices were derived from AMBER for every 5-nsec segment of each trajectory, highlighting both correlated and anti-correlated motions among individual nucleotides across the entire RNA, as previously described (Rhodes et al. 2006) . A difference map of these global residue cross-correlations of our wild-type (SCH-WT) and U-loop mutant (SCH-UL) simulations suggests that disruption of the loop-loop interaction reduces long-range structural correlations, especially between the residues of the Stem I and Stem II loops, already over the first 5 nsec of simulation time (observed as the circled dark regions in Fig. 6B ). Complementary normal mode analysis was performed (calculating the eigenvectors from a covariance matrix) for each simulation to highlight the dominant global motions in each RNA molecule. In this analysis, large-scale (global) motions are represented by the lowest-frequency eigenvectors. For example, inspection of ''porcupine'' plots (representing the vectorial directions of motion as arrow heads) of the first normal modes over the first 10 nsec of the SCH-WT and SCH-NoL simulations indicates a similar pattern of global motion in these molecules as experimentally observed by sm-FRET in our AFHH sequences. In particular, comparing the first normal modes of these variants shows large-scale motion in Stem I of the SCH-WT, while the motion in Stems I and II of the SCH-NoL is relatively dampened (Fig. 6C) . These large-scale motions of Stem I of SCH-WT represent a bending of the whole helix, rather than a fraying of individual base pairs, and are therefore consistent with being on-path to the dissociation of the loop-loop interactions, which must occur given the transient nature of the Stem I-II interactions observed in our experimental sm-FRET studies. Despite this apparent correspondence of the relative global motions in our MD simulations and experimental studies it has to be noted, however, that the timescales at which these motions occur are very different (nanoseconds for the MD simulations, >100 msec for the sm-FRET studies). The fast MD simulation timescale therefore has to be thought of as exploring local fluctuations within a minimum of the folding free energy landscape, whereas the much slower experimental timescale captures much larger segments of the landscape.
Overlays comparing the simulated structures (averaged over the time period of 10.5-10.6 nsec) to the crystal structure show that while the overall global fold of each simulation remains similar to the starting structure, some differences do appear (Fig. 6D) . In particular, in the absence of loop-loop interactions, the relative helical twists of the three stems of the SCH-NoL mutant significantly change relative to the starting crystal structure and the simulated SCH-WT structure (Fig. 6D, 
cf. SCH-NoL and SCH-WT).
The cleavage reaction of the hammerhead ribozyme proceeds through in-line nucleophilic attack by the 29-oxygen of C17 on the phosphorous of C1.1 (van Tol et al. 1990 ). The ideal nucleophilic in-line attack angle (IAA, 29O-P-59O) for this reaction is 180° (Soukup and Breaker 1999 ). An alignment of the active sites of the simulated structures (averaged over the time period of 10.5-10.6 nsec in about the middle of the trajectory) to the crystal structure ( Fig. 7A-C) FIGURE 7. MD simulations also reveal differences in local structural dynamics. (A-C) Closeup view of the alignment of simulated variants to the crystal structure. Boxed regions from Figure 6D are shown in more detail to highlight the cleavage site; (A) SCH-WT, blue; (B) SCH-UL, green; (C) SCH-NoL, red. (D) Nucleophilic in-line attack angle (IAA) for SCH-WT (blue), SCH-UL (green) and SCH-NoL (red) mutants. Histograms were constructed from angles measured every 100 psec over 10 nsec of simulation time. (Inset) The in-line fitness parameter was calculated as described (Soukup and Breaker 1999) and is plotted as a histogram. (E) IAAs for SCH-WT (blue), SCH-UL (green), and SCH-NoL (red) over 10 nsec of simulation time.
highlights the significant effect of the loop-loop interactions on the IAA at long range; while the SCH-WT cleavage site remains in a geometry similar to that in the crystal structure, with a relatively favorable IAA of 160° (Fig. 7A) , modification of the loop region leads to more frequent adoption of less favorable IAAs. In the snapshots shown in Figure 7B ,C, the SCH-UL and SCH-NoL mutants adopt IAAs of 132°and 129°, respectively. Figure 7D shows histograms of nucleophilic IAAs for the SCH-WT, SCH-UL, and SCH-NoL variants constructed from the angles measured every 100 psec over 10 nsec of simulation time. Each distribution shows a dominant peak around a low IAA of 125°, but also has a shoulder consisting of IAAs closer to the ideal 180°. Strikingly, access to the higher, catalytically most favorable IAA angles is enhanced in the SCH-WT with wild-type loop sequences, and least prevalent in the SCH-NoL mutant, with the partially disrupted SCH-UL mutant falling in between (Fig. 7D) . The same trend is seen in the in-line fitness parameter (Soukup and Breaker 1999; Lee et al. 2008) , which includes both the IAA and the O29-P attack distance (Fig. 7D,  inset) . Finally, Figure 7E reveals the dynamic nature of the IAA distribution by plotting time courses of nucleophilic IAAs over the first 10 nsec. Taken together, our observations support the notion that wild-type Stem I-II loop-loop interactions lead to both global and local structural dynamics that are correlated with increased catalytic activity.
DISCUSSION
Here we have combined cleavage assays, Mg 2+ titrations monitored by tr-and sm-FRET, and MD simulations to probe the global and local structural dynamics of extended hammerhead ribozymes with wild-type, partially, or fully disrupted Stem I-II loop-loop interaction sequences. We find that wild-type loop sequences and increased Mg 2+ concentrations act to enhance both cleavage activity and structural dynamics and heterogeneity of the ribozyme. It has been appreciated since 2003 that the peripheral loop-loop interactions increase ribozyme activity (De la Peña et al. 2003; Khvorova et al. 2003) . Our results are consistent with the notion that the Stem I-II distance in our wild-type hammerhead ribozyme is surprisingly dynamic. These motions help populate catalytically relevant in-line attack angles at the distal cleavage site. Our observations therefore indicate that the extended hammerhead ribozyme is not restricted rigidly to a single (or few) catalytically relevant conformation(s).
Our tr-FRET monitored Mg 2+ titrations show a biphasic decrease in mean distances (Fig. 3) , consistent with our previous results on minimal hammerheads , revealing significant similarities between both forms of the ribozyme. Similarly, recent mechanistic studies comparing minimal and extended hammerheads have suggested fundamental similarities between the two ribozyme forms as their catalytic cores are in a dynamic equilibrium between similar inactive and active conformations, albeit with different bias (Scott 2007; Nelson and Uhlenbeck 2008a,b) . Furthermore, our tr-FRET results reveal that the mean Stem I-II distances of the AFHH-WT ribozyme are slightly larger than those of the mutants, inconsistent with the wild-type loops simply holding Stems I and II closer together (Fig. 3) . We generally observed broad tr-FRET derived distribution widths (FWHM values) that may reflect either global conformational dynamics (rapid conformational isomerization) or heterogeneity (distinct, slowly interconverting conformers), or both. All our measured widths increase at high Mg 2+ concentrations (Fig.  3) , consistent with both our previous work on minimal hammerheads and with data on a DielsAlderase ribozyme that likewise showed increased widths of intramolecular distance distributions with increasing Mg 2+ concentration (Kobitski et al. 2007) . Notably, the distribution of distances measured for the AFHH-WT hammerhead is significantly wider than those of the mutants (Fig. 3) . The fact that the fluorophore attachment sites are identical for all three variants and distal from the mutations suggests that these differences are significant. Our tr-FRET data are contrary to the hypothesis that the hammerhead loop-loop interactions lock the ribozyme in a single (or few) active structure(s) (Martick and Scott 2006) .
Our sm-FRET approach reports on the detailed structural dynamics underlying the broad FWHM values observed in tr-FRET, indicating that both Mg 2+ and wild-type loop-loop interaction sequences bias the folding free energy landscape toward more disparate stem-stem distances by making new conformations accessible and/or by populating previously rare conformations (Fig. 4) . Because the ribozyme more frequently accesses and spends more time in the z0.7 FRET state under conditions and in variants that show higher catalytic activity (Figs. 4, 5) , this state exhibits properties expected for an active conformation. Conversion of the distance distributions from tr-FRET to apparent sm-FRET ratios finds good agreement in the general trends (Fig. 4 , solid vertical lines), but suggests that high FRET states remain relatively underestimated by the tr-FRET approach. Recent work has suggested that relating sm-FRET values to absolute distances (as derived by tr-FRET) can be complicated by the potential of Cy3 and Cy5 to stack on opposite ends of a single nucleic acid helix (Iqbal et al. 2008 ). In our labeling scheme, Cy5 is internally attached, the two fluorophores are coupled to different helices (Stems I and II) ( Fig. 2A) , and long linkers are used on both fluorophores, suggesting that helix-end stacking should be less dominant. In addition, such complications should not affect relative comparisons of our three variants given that they are all labeled in the same manner. Clearly, tr-FRET and sm-FRET complement and cross-validate each other, further supporting the notion that our wild-type loops enhance, rather than quench, the conformational sampling of the helical stems that bracket the catalytic core.
While our FRET techniques allow us to experimentally measure global dynamics between the interacting Stems I and II, they can report only on specific fluorophore distances.
MD simulations allow us to calculate complementary, more detailed dynamic information, albeit at a much shorter timescale. Normal mode analysis of the SCH-WT and SCH-NoL simulations shows increased motion between Stems I and II of the wild-type hammerhead relative to a loop-disrupted mutant (Fig. 6) . Thus our FRET-based observations are echoed in these simulations, using distinct hammerhead sequences and a very different methodology. MD simulations allow us to focus on local motions, and suggest that the loop-loop interactions have a significant long-range effect on the cleavage site. More specifically, we observe that the presence of wild-type loop sequences biases the nucleophilic IAA toward more frequent and extended visits to catalytically favorable values near 180°, while mutations that disrupt the Stem I-II interactions disfavor catalytically relevant IAAs proportionally to their experimentally observed adverse impact on catalysis (Fig. 7) . Again, the loop-loop interactions do not lock the hammerhead active site into a single conformation but instead lead to dynamics that sample favorable IAAs. These observations are consistent with the notion that distal tertiary interactions and global dynamics couple with local dynamics and catalytic function of the hammerhead ribozyme. Given that the timescales of our MD and FRET approaches are very different (10 nsec and 100 msec, respectively), exploring different fractions of the folding free energy landscapes (Rhodes et al. 2006; McDowell et al. 2007; Ditzler et al. 2010) , the consistency of observing specific differences between wild-type and mutant ribozymes is remarkable.
Thus, with our specific wild-type loop-loop interactions we observe extensive global and local dynamics in the hammerhead, with different patterns of dynamics for each ribozyme variant and at each magnesium concentration. While it is not likely that all dynamically visited states are ''on-pathway'' for catalysis, at both the global and local scales we find structural dynamics enhanced in parallel with ribozyme activity. A favorable IAA has been predicted to enhance the rate of ribozyme catalysis between 10-and 100-fold (Emilsson et al. 2003; Min et al. 2007) , consistent with our observations. More specifically, we measure a 16-fold enhancement of AFHH-WT cleavage rate constants over our fully disrupted mutant in 10 mM Mg 2+ (Fig. 2C) , and our computational results suggest that the SCH-WT simulation samples IAAs with values >170°z12-times more frequently than does the minimal hammerhead simulation (Fig. 7D) . Even keeping in mind the limitations posed by their disparate timescales, our FRET and MD data thus jointly support the notion that the peripheral loop-loop interactions exert a long-range effect on active site dynamics of the hammerhead ribozyme.
In summary, our results provide evidence for the notion that the dynamic nature of at least the hammerhead ribozymes studied here is conducive, rather than disruptive, to catalysis. Conformational flexibility and sampling of the folding free-energy landscape is altered in the presence of peripheral loop-loop interactions and/or increasing Mg 2+ concentrations, in a way that populates catalytically relevant in-line attack angles in the distal active site. Our findings are consistent across the two hammerhead species studied here, and are consistent with observations from other RNAs, providing a potentially generalizable model for how peripheral structures influence RNA dynamics and function. NMR studies reporting on both global and local dynamics of HIV TAR (Al-Hashimi et al. 2003) show that increasing Mg 2+ concentrations lead to a stabilization of global helix stacking, but in parallel increase local motions. We observe a similar phenomenon here, where an increase in Mg 2+ concentration favors an overall global structure while promoting local structural ''relaxation,'' with conformational states sampled more broadly, populating states favorable to in-line nucleophilic attack of a scissile phosphate. Similarly, the hairpin ribozyme has been observed to populate more catalytically relevant ''docked'' states in the presence of increasing Mg 2+ concentrations and stabilizing architectural elements (Zhuang et al. 2002; Bokinsky et al. 2003; Tan et al. 2003) . A picture emerges wherein the concepts of induced fit, conformational capture, active site preorganization, and substrate strain (Fersht 1999) begin to gain a dynamic dimension for an RNA enzyme, suggesting that specific ribozyme variants can, to varying degrees, bias molecular motions toward catalytically active conformations, analogous to current notions in protein enzymology (Hammes-Schiffer and Benkovic 2006) . Future work needs to examine the mechanism of the observed linkage of global and local dynamics, as well as ask whether global collective motions are directly coupled to the enzymatic function of RNA, as is thought to be the case in protein enzymes (Hammes-Schiffer and Benkovic 2006; Henzler-Wildman et al. 2007 ) and as has been proposed for the hairpin ribozyme (Rhodes et al. 2006) . To this end, a true integration of experimental and computational single molecule studies into a single conceptual framework, as foreshadowed here, will likely be necessary.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of RNA oligonucleotides
For cleavage assays, RNA oligonucleotides were transcribed in vitro using T7 RNA polymerase (Milligan and Uhlenbeck 1989) . Deprotected RNA was purified as previously described (Walter 2002) . 59-Fluorescein, Cy3, and biotin were attached to the RNA by the manufacturer, while 39-tetramethylrhodamine and Cy5 were incorporated post-synthetically as previously described (Walter 2002) . RNA concentrations were calculated from absorption at 260 nm and, in the case of the tr-FRET HHRz strand, corrected for the additional absorption of fluorescein and tetramethylrhodamine by using the relations 
Cleavage reactions
All cleavage reactions were conducted under single-turnover (presteady-state) conditions in standard buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and analyzed as previously described Sefcikova et al. 2007 ). 59-32 P-labeled substrates were prepared by phosphorylation with T4 polynucleotide kinase and [g-32 P]ATP. Standard buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0). Mg 2+ concentrations were varied as shown in Figure 2 . Final RNA concentrations were 1 mM for the Rz strand, and trace amounts (<1 nM) of the radiolabeled substrates. Error bars stem from at least two independent cleavage assays. Time traces of product formation were fit with a double-exponential equation y(t) = y0 + A1[1 -e^(Àk obs1 t)] + A2[1 À e^(Àk obs2 t)], employing Marquardt-Levenberg nonlinear least-squares regression (Igor Pro), where A1 and A2 are the extents of cleavage and k obs1 and k obs2 are observed rate constants. The first phases of the time traces were dependent on Mg 2+ concentration, and a set of cleavage assay time courses (typically four) under the same conditions were globally fit to obtain a single fast-phase cleavage rate constant (first-phase amplitudes and second-phase rates and amplitudes were free parameters for each time course). The second phases were not dependent on Mg 2+ concentration, were generally at least an order of magnitude slower, contributed typically less than one-fourth of the total substrate cleaved, and were not further analyzed. Mg 2+ dependencies of the k obs1 rate constant were fit with the binding equation
to yield the cleavage rate constant k sat under saturating Mg 2+ conditions, the apparent metal ion dissociation constant K H , and the cooperativity coefficient n.
FRET electrophoretic mobility shift assays
FRET electrophoretic mobility shift (gel FRET) assays were conducted as previously described , to test the homogeneity of ribozyme-substrate complexes. Nondenaturing gel electrophoresis was performed in 10% (w/v) polyacrylamide (acrylamide:bisacrylamide 19:1), 50 mM Tris-HOAc (pH 8.0) and either 1 or 10 mM Mg(OAc) 2 . Ten pmol doubly fluorophore labeled ribozyme strand and 30 pmol unlabeled substrate strand were annealed in 50 mM Tris-HOAc (pH 8.0) and either 1 mM or 10 mM Mg(OAc) 2 , and 10% (v/v) glycerol, by heating for 2 min to 90°C and cooling to room temperature. The electrophoresis unit was assembled and pre-equilibrated at 4°C, the samples were loaded onto the gel, and an electric field of 6 V/cm was immediately applied. After electrophoresis overnight, the gel was scanned between its low-fluorescence glass plates in a FluorImager SI fluorescence scanner with ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). RNAs labeled with only fluorescein and only tetramethylrhodamine were included as color calibration standards.
Time-resolved FRET
The global structure of the hammerhead ribozyme was studied as a function of Mg 2+ concentration by tr-FRET analysis of ribozyme complexes doubly labeled with fluorescein and tetramethylrhodamine as previously described . The preannealed ribozyme-noncleavable substrate complex (80 mL; 1 mM Rz and 3 mM S) was incubated at 25°C for at least 15 min in standard buffer either with or without 100 mM NaCl prior to collection of time-resolved emission profiles of the donor fluorescein using time-correlated single-photon counting similar to previously described procedures . Mg 2+ was titrated by incremental additions of 0.5 mL aliquots of appropriate MgCl 2 stock solutions in standard buffer, taking into account the volume change. Fluorescein emission decays were analyzed as previously described, with distance distributions modeled as single Gaussians .
Single-molecule FRET
Single-molecule experiments were performed as previously described (Rueda et al. 2004; Pereira et al. 2008; de Silva and Walter 2009) . The biotinylated and Cy3-Cy5-labeled ribozyme and noncleavable substrate strands ( Fig. 2A) were annealed at a concentration of 1 mM each in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol. The annealing solution was heated to 90°C for 2 min before cooling to room temperature over >5 min. The annealed complex was diluted to <20 pM and bound to a streptavidin-coated quartz slide surface via the biotinstreptavidin interaction. The donor (I D ) and acceptor (I A ) fluorescence signals of optically resolved single molecules (characterized by single-step photobleaching) were detected on a total internal reflection fluorescence microscope as described (Rueda et al. 2004; Pereira et al. 2008) . The FRET ratio [defined as I A /(I A + I D )] was followed in real time for each individual molecule. Measurements were performed under standard buffer conditions (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] and either 0.5, 1, or 10 mM MgCl 2 ) at 25°C, with an oxygen scavenging system consisting of 10% (w/v) glucose, 2% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol, 750 mg/mL glucose oxidase, and 90 mg/mL catalase to reduce photobleaching. Traces that showed very high FRET (z0.9) were not analyzed, since this FRET level corresponded to an enzyme strand that did not form a complex with a substrate (data not shown). sm-FRET intensity traces were analyzed using a nonlinear filter (Haran 2004) , and fit with HaMMy software (McKinney et al. 2006) , which uses hidden Markov modeling to determine FRET states and transitions between states. HaMMy fits were also used to generate transition density plots (McKinney et al. 2006 ).
Comparison of tr-FRET distances to sm-FRET ratios
The apparent FRET efficiency was calculated using a scaling factor c = 0.68 as in Sabanayagam et al. (2005) , then the FRET ratio was calculated from this apparent FRET efficiency (Lakowicz 2006) , in an analogous manner to previously described calculations (Pereira et al. 2008 ). Since our observed sm-FRET ratio is z0.2 in the absence of acceptor fluorophore, this is the lower limit of our calculations.
Homology modeling
The homology model in Figure 2B was constructed based on models of Stems I and II kindly provided by Dr. John SantaLucia (Wayne State University) using his structural bioinformatics approaches. These stems were appended to the core of the extended hammerhead crystal structure (Martick and Scott 2006) using ERNA-3D software (Pentafolium-Soft), after which the model was minimized using AMBER 8 (Case et al. 2004 ).
MD simulations
Explicit solvent MD simulations using AMBER8 with the parm99 Cornell et al. force field were conducted as previously described (Sefcikova et al. 2007 ). Initial structures were based on the fulllength crystal structure of the hammerhead ribozyme, PDB ID 2GOZ (Martick and Scott 2006) . The SCH-WT structure was changed only by removing the bromine atoms and replacing the 29-O-methyl at the cleavage site with a 29-OH. The partially disrupted U-Loop mutant, SCH-UL, was constructed from the SCH-WT structure by using InsightII to replace each of the six bases in the Stem II loop with a U. The fully disrupted SCH-NoL mutant was constructed by simply deleting the six nucleotides of the Stem II loop and all nucleotides of Stem I above the A1.6-U2.6 base pair. Explicit solvent MD simulations, using particle mesh Ewald electrostatics with a 9 Å cutoff, were conducted using AMBER8 (Case et al. 2004 ) with the parm99 Cornell et al. force field as previously described (Sefcikova et al. 2007 ). Each of the three variants (SCH-WT, SCH-UL, and SCH-NoL) was simulated for 20 nsec. MD trajectories were analyzed using the ptraj module of AMBER8, cross-correlation matrices (Rhodes et al. 2006) were plotted using MATLAB7.5, structures were visualized using PyMOL (DeLano Scientific), and histograms were created in IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics). Normal mode analysis was conducted using software written and developed by Meyer et al. (2006) and Haider et al. (2008) . Normal modes were calculated for the first 10 nsec of simulations using the backbone atoms P, O59, C59, C49, C39, and O39. Movies were visualized using PyMOL (DeLano Scientific), and porcupine plots representing these global motions were created using VMD (University of Illinois).
